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Welcome to Ariá Estate Suites & Spa in
Aria, Mani, at the southernmost tip of
mainland Europe
Wisely located in a place where history
meets nature, Ariá Estate Suites and Spa
offers an elevating hospitality experience
in an unparalleled universe of serenity
and elegance. Refined and authentic, the
4 star Ariá Estate Suites & Spa, boasts
unique apartment style suites that provide
complete privacy and thrilling views of the
Messinian Bay. Built in 2018, this hospitality
gem of Mani, is a mindful fusion of
architectural ingenuity, using local materials
and building techniques, combined with
high-end, luxurious signature features for
an elegant, sustainable character.
Inspired by the wild and pure essence
of Mani, Ariá Estate reflects a calming,
respectful

and

attentive

hospitality

philosophy which is visible in every curated
detail of a gracious stay: the skilfully
designed Suites, the comfortable light filled
indoor spaces, the mesmerizing landscape,
the breathtaking sea views and glorious
sunsets, the creative gastronomy and the
luxurious Zen spa, are ideal for guests that
cherish the privacy of authentic high living.

FACI L I TIE S
GA ST RONOMY
Located on an open-air veranda with amazing views of the sea, Ariá
Estate Suites & Spa is welcoming guests and visitors, for delicious
breakfasts and relaxing afternoons accompanied by coffee, drinks
and our new Horizon menu. Inspired by the pure local ingredients
and recipes of Mani, Ariá Estate displays a quality breakfast based
on seasonable products as well as appetizing sweet and savory
Mediterranean treats that are a joyful promising start for every new
day. Our Horizon Menu, with a lovely selection of Mediterranean tastes,
inspired by the local cuisine, the fresh ingredients of the area, is the
perfect opportunity to end another memorable day in Mani and invite
an inspiring evening. Accompany our delicacies with a glass of wine
from our special selection or with a cocktail, while gazing at the glowing
sunset, at the serenity of the Estate.

T H E S PA
A relaxation journey to reconnect with your senses and inner
balance! Lean back at the Spa patio gazing at the infinite blue of
the Mediterranean. Emerge into one of our signature treatments in
the massage area. Follow a relaxation path of reconnecting with your
senses and inner balance. An oasis of relaxation awaits you in The Spa
at Ariá Estate!

W E DDI NGS & EVEN TS
The unique atmosphere of the Estate during the mesmerizing seasunsets will delight you, while the calming, romantic vibe of the interior
and the exterior are ideal to accommodate, cater and entertain your
guests, exceeding your highest standards. Our exquisite range of
wedding services will inspire you to design an unforgettable day for all.
Every event is a special one; Whether it’s a small, intimate gathering or
a fancy celebration party, a family reunion or a demanding business
meeting, everything is personalized and catered to you to ensure your
event is impeccable.

T H E LO CAT ION
Ariá Estate Suites & Spa is located just
one minute from Itilo, in a beautiful and
protected landscape, infused by natural
and

archaeological

traces

–like

the

GREECE
PELOPONNESE

prehistoric cave of Apidima- that go back
in time revealing a rich history of local
narration. Brilliantly located on a hillside
overlooking the sea and the Messinian Bay
that stands between Limeni and the Diros
Cave landmark, Ariá Estate Suites & Spa is
honouring the pure and rugged beauty of
Mani, providing a raven of relaxation and
enjoyment.

Itilo

ACCO MM ODATION
Respecting

the

architectural

tradition

of Mani and featuring a sustainable
character, we used natural materials, local
stones and building techniques in dialogue
with the unique landscape that surrounds
the Estate. Every detail of the property
reflects the calming local palette and
embraces authentic customized design,
creating a feeling of comfort and serenity.
The 16 luxurious sea view Suites, are built
amphitheatrically in three unique property
alignments,

offering

the

privilege

of

undisturbed, birds-eye sea and romantic
sunset views, as well as the protection
of privacy. Each one of the Suites is a
unique creative project with tailor-made
design elements and personalized details,
combined with high-end, contemporary
luxurious features.
Underlining the singularity of Mani, we
shaped an authentic living experience for
our guests.
Ariá Estate Suites & Spa delivers the
promise of a relaxed, easygoing, and
unforgettable stay to couples and families
that wish to luxuriate in the quietness
and privacy of a full Suite. Each Suite
boasts top-of-the-line features, premium
appliances, refined spaces and amazing
sea views, highlighted by the magical
sunsets. Make yourself at home with an
elevating holiday experience!

STA N DA RD S E A V I E W ROO M
The Standard Sea View Room is a welcoming, comfortable 25 sqm
resort, displaying an impeccable design and high-end features that
ensure an exquisite stay. The calming presence of the sea and the
romantic vibe of golden sunsets uplift the fine experience of a Room
that shines in classic freshness. It features one bedroom with a double
bed and can accommodate two guests.

STA N DA RD L I M I T E D S E A V I EW
A relaxing and quite stay at an elegant room of 25 sqm, with modern
furniture and equipped with all the amenities. Private entrance through
a stone-archway covered veranda and patio where you can enjoy
peaceful afternoons of vibrant sunset colors, or cool mornings before
heading out to explore the area. It features one bedroom with a double
bed and can accommodate 2 guests.

STA N DA RD S I DE S E A V I E W
A relaxing and quite stay at an elegant room of 19 sqm, with modern
furniture and equipped with all the amenities. Entering through a
private patio overlooking the grounds and the sea, the guests can
enjoy peaceful afternoons of vibrant sunset colors, or cool mornings
before heading out to explore the area. It features one bedroom with a
two single bed and can accommodate 2 guests.

RO M A N T IC S E A V I E W
D OU BL E ROOM W I T H F I REPL ACE
A unique seascape experience, romantic as the subtle whisper of the
sea that offers captivating views to the guests of the Romantic Sea
View Double Room. Warm and inviting, our Romantic Sea View Double
Room experience is a part of an unforgettable and serene memory
that happily unlocks every wish for a treasured stay. This specious
room of 30 sqm, features one bedroom with a double bed and can
accommodate 2 guests.

ONE BEDROOM S E A V I E W
JU NIOR S UI T E
Unique and stylish, the One Bedroom Sea View Junior Suite of 45 sqm,
is a universe of luxurious harmony, chic and comfortable, brilliantly
oriented in order to offer undisturbed sea view that elevates during the
beautiful sunsets of the bay. Its relaxing ambience, fine furniture and
quality features, make it ideal for couples that love inspiration as well
as relaxation during their holidays. It can accommodate up to 3 guests
and features one bedroom with a double bed and a living room with
a sofa – bed.

ONE BEDROOM S E A V I E W
SU PERIOR S UI T E
The elegance and comfort of the One Bedroom Sea View Superior
Suite of 48 sqm, highlighted by breathtaking sea and sunset views
towards the Messinian Bay, characterize this inviting and warm space.
Its spacious, mindful design and refined decoration touch, along with
the luxurious comfort of fine bedding and bath features, make this
unique Suite a treasured, welcoming refuge. It can accommodate up
to 3 guests and features one bedroom with a double bed and a living
room with a sofa – bed.

ON E BEDROOM S UI T E LI M I T ED S EA V I EW

TWO BE DRO O M SE A VIE W SUPE RIOR SUIT E

A comfortable and spacious stay in 41 sqm, comprising of a living room and a

Spacious and light-filled, the Two Bedroom Sea View Superior Suites of 60 sqm,

bedroom and providing access to a private, covered veranda through a stone-

are as versatile as our guests needs. Featuring a fireplace living room and two

archway. Enjoy the elegant ambiance in the comfort of a refined and exclusive

spacious bedrooms, they are an ode to gracious living, inspiring a profound

sanctuary. It can accommodate up to 3 guests and features one bedroom

sense of freedom and comfort. An upscale living experience, surrounded by

with a double bed and a living room with a sofa – bed.

warm, natural materials in perfect harmony with the exceptional sea and
sunset views. It can accommodate up to 5 guests and features one bedroom
with a double bed, one bedroom with two single beds and a living room with
a sofa – bed.

T WO BEDROOM S E A V I E W PREMI UM S UI TE

TH E VILL A

Charming, light-filled and elegant, with amazing sea views, our Two Bedroom

The Ariá Estate Villa, is a luxurious private haven of 78 sqm, comprising two

Sea View Premium Suites of 70 sqm, are thoughtfully designed with a high-end

comfortable and relaxing bedrooms and a spacious living room with an

selection of materials and furniture that balance perfectly between homey

impressive fireplace, that boasts amazing sunset sea views and it is wonderfully

and deluxe, in order to provide a profound feeling of relaxation and comfort

filled with inviting natural light. The epitome of chic hospitality, our signature

to our guests. It can accommodate up to 5 guests and features one bedroom

Villa is an amalgam of classic, upscale services and amenities, combined with

with a double bed, one bedroom with two single beds and a living room with

high-end features and appliances that transform each day to an indulged

a sofa – bed.

experience. It can accommodate up to 4 guests and features one bedroom
with a double bed, one bedroom with two single beds.
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